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ADVERTISEMENT

Decom North Sea is now entering its 6th year of operations and
it’s encouraging to see how the decommissioning sector has
evolved over the past few years; with contracts being awarded
and activity ramping up.

Nigel Jenkins
Chief Executive
Decom North Sea

WANT YOUR PROJECT TO GO LIKE CLOCKWORK?
Looking for an integrated contractor that delivers offshore decommissioning and installation projects?
In a constantly evolving regulatory landscape, OIS understands the
challenges many operators face in meeting their decommissioning
obligations. To combat this, OIS has a wide range of skills and services that
can help deal with these challenging issues.
OIS has a strong track record in the decommissioning sector and can
source solutions through its 22 sister companies and other subsea
contractors which allow it to deliver flexible, customer-focused and
integrated solutions to the subsea market.

OIS provides its clients with a turnkey solution by addressing all
elements within:
WELL P&A AND DECOMMISSIONING PROJECTS
ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEWS

However it is clear to most we are now entering a period of market turbulence, at the time of writing
this the oil price is below $50 per barrel, with the ongoing price slide triggering a range of reactions and
we can only see this continuing in the coming months.
How will this impact decommissioning? The short answer is that it is very unclear, as different
organisations will manage this in their own way; we know some operators are bringing forward
decommissioning plans, while some will delay and some are continuing with their long term plans.
Key issues are the speed at which the price has dropped, the likely duration of the lowest prices for
some years, the timing and duration of the bounce back and the overall impact on the UKCS. If this price
issue is about competing with shale gas, to curtail investment in shale until the market has rebalanced,
there will need to be low prices for some time. A new equilibrium in oil markets might be some way off.
Global forces will impact the UKCS and we can expect further reaction and insight as we approach
the end of the financial year for many operators when they report results and forward plans. Many
organisations are reviewing capital expenditure and staffing levels, with warning signs flashing over the
future of a sustainable UK Oil and Gas industry. Recent political activity is pressurising the UK Treasury to
radically and quickly rethink the tax regime and a review is now underway.
Beyond the Oil and Gas industry, but inseparably linked, is the growing concern about deflation
- particularly in the Eurozone. Deflationary pressures from Asia and over capacity in China, coupled
with the low oil price is starting to drive down commodity prices and the general costs of goods and
services. Few saw this coming and deflation tends to change the psychology of how markets work;
companies and individuals can become nervous of debt and sales growth is more difficult.
What does all this mean for Decom North Sea (DNS) and its members?
We remain positive, and recognise the challenges in this uncertain environment. One thing is clear,
decommissioning is a long term business and projected activity will remain; only the timing will change
while legislation and law remain unaltered. The drivers for decommissioning are still in place, liabilities
remain and project plans are increasing in number.
Our renewed focus is to help and support the industry in driving efficiency. We have achieved much
to date but we need to invigorate and redouble our efforts. We are contributing to the implementation
of the Wood Review, supporting the new OGA and are driving collaboration for meaningful business
benefit, with the DNS Decom Decision / Late-Life Planning Framework project recently being shortlisted
for a prestigious Offshore Achievement Award in the Working Together category.
We continue to meet our member’s requirements to raise their profile within the sector and meet
with the key players via our programme of events, newsletters and regular e-bulletins. Project delivery
is key and we have a demanding programme in place for 2015/16. This year will also see the launch of
our refreshed website which will be more interactive and be the centre of information for industry in
offshore decommissioning.
In December, our board of directors met to develop our strategy and key performance indicators for
the organisation for the year ahead. These will form the basis of our operations plan which we will share
with members following approval from the board in February.
Clearly there are many challenges ahead, but our heads are above the parapet. Having worked
through the dotcom boom and bust I know what can be achieved by innovative, nimble businesses
that have an absolute focus on their customers and their markets. I am convinced that we and our active
membership will rise to the future challenges and I am looking forward to working with all our members
as we navigate a course through the coming year. We are here to help.
Nigel Jenkins

LEGISLATION AND PERMITTING CONTROLS
ABANDONMENT AND REMOVAL OF ALL OFFSHORE STRUCTURES,
PIPE LINES AND CONTROL SYSTEMS

To find out more about our services, visit www.ois-ltd.com
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DECOM OFFSHORE 2015

DNS Welcome Two
New Board Members
Decom North Sea (DNS) held their Annual General Meeting (AGM)
at the Fairmont, St Andrews on Tuesday 7th October 2014
(held in advance of the Offshore Decommissioning Conference).

Save the Date

Wednesday 27th May 2015
Aberdeen Exhibition and Conference Centre, Aberdeen
Following from the success of Decom Offshore
2014, planning is now underway for our 2015
annual event. This event will bring together 250+
decommissioning professionals from all tiers of
the industry, providing the operators and supply
chain with an excellent opportunity to engage
with one another.
The event will showcase the innovation,
collaboration and entrepreneurial flair required
within the sector and consider how this
contributes to decommissioning efficiency and
cost effectiveness at a time when the industry is
faced with the current market challenges.

DNS Members and Directors attended the AGM and were appraised of DNS activity over the past year
and given an update on progress against the various strategic objectives. Four current directors were
re-elected and two new board directors were elected onto the board.
Paul Caruana, General Manager of SEAROUTE Support Services Ltd was elected to represent
the Marine & Logistics category of the board. Paul has a wealth of experience in facility consultation,
marine support, manpower, assets and logistic support. He is passionate about the industry and is
determined to assist DNS and its members develop and achieve their goals in the future.
Tim Eley, Business Developer of LBO –Linjebygg Offshore was voted in representing the
Technical Services, Technology & Equipment Provider category of the board. Tim has over 30
years of experience in the international oil & gas sector and hopes to be of value to the DNS Board
in facilitating co-operation, innovation and collaboration between oil operators, leading service
companies and Government.
Nigel Jenkins, Decom North Sea’s chief executive, said: “The strategic importance of
decommissioning in the North Sea could not be greater than it is right now and I am delighted by
the election of these experienced industry professionals, who bring an extensive portfolio of skills and
invaluable breadth of knowledge to support DNS. With their help, we will continue to play a vital role
in the decommissioning of oil and gas assets and achieve our objective of reducing decommissioning
costs thus creating a centre of excellence for the industry.”

BOOK NOW
DNS Members: £235 + VAT
Non – Members: £365 + VAT
FOR FURTHER DETAILS
Please contact Izzie Bryce
ibryce@decomnorthsea.com
01224 914044
www.decomnorthsea.com

SPONSORSHIP AND
EXHIBITION OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE

I am delighted by the election
of these experienced industry
professionals, who bring an
extensive portfolio of skills
and invaluable breadth of
knowledge to support DNS.
Nigel Jenkins,
Chief Executive, Decom North Sea

CURRENT STRUCTURE OF DNS BOARD OF DIRECTORS

“”
‘A well-paced informative
event addressing highly
topical issues with articulate
speakers’
‘The event was very well
planned to facilitate
networking. There was ample
opportunitiy to network with
a large number of people’
‘It was better than expected.
Especially from the
perspective of operators and
suppliers both willing to work
together and share ideas’
Delegate feedback from Decom Offshore
2014 ‘Realising Opportunities for All’
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Chief Executive

Nigel Jenkins

Chairman

Callum Falconer - Marathon Oil Decommissioning Services LLC

Vice Chairman

Alex West - Westlord Associates Ltd

Operators

Roy Aspden - CNR International
Ian Whitehead - Centrica Energy E&P

Major Contractors

Torleif Gram - Aker Solutions
Nigel Lees - Wood Group PSN

Service Specialists

David Dent
Eddie Grant - GSI Gulfstream

Technical Services,
Technology and
Equipment Providers

Tim Eley - LBO - Linjebygg Offshore
Pamela Ogilvie - Stork

Specialist Advisors,
Consultants & Project
Managers

Paul Charlton - PDL Solutions (Europe) Limited
Andrew Sneddon - AECOM

Marine & Logistics

Paul Caruana - SEAROUTE Support Services Ltd
Dick Lagerweij - Boskalis Offshore Marine Contracting

Subsea & Wells

Tom Leeson
Stuart Wordsworth - Talisman Sinopec Energy UK Limited

Onshore Disposal &
Waste Treatment

Murdo MacIver - Peterson Offshore Group
Stewart Davies - Augean Plc

Paul Caruana, SEAROUTE Support Services

Tim Eley, LBO - Linjebygg Offshore
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DNS Launch New Website

Circular Economy

Decom North Sea have launched a ground-breaking new website
– designed as the go-to hub for all decommissioning information,
developments and contacts.

You may not have heard of
the term ‘Circular Economy’
before, but going forward it will
become familiar due to two
new Decom North Sea (DNS)
projects sponsored by Zero
Waste Scotland (ZWS).

Crucially, the new website will feature a directory of the 250+ DNS members, providing the
opportunity for all to showcase exactly what they can offer the decommissioning process, from
planning right through to eventual removal and disposal, and all associated professional services.
The site will also provide a platform for market intelligence, progress reports on DNS-led initiatives and
information on relevant events.
By compiling this comprehensive repository of decommissioning information, DNS continues to
drive and promote the benefits of knowledge sharing, collaboration and innovation with the overall
focus on reducing decommissioning costs within the context of MERUK (Maximising Economic
Recovery in the UK).
Decom North Sea chief executive, Nigel Jenkins, believes that the new website will support
the strategic objectives of the industry and the new Oil and Gas Authority, ensuring that future
decommissioning activity is successfully delivered with significant cost benefits to both industry and
the UK tax payer:
“Decommissioning is a growing business that is new to many, and misinterpreted by even more.
We drive and promote collaboration and knowledge sharing, we contribute to, respond to and
interpret market activity and vitally, we are constantly working to maximise the potential benefits for
all our members.
“Decom North Sea is the only organisation solely focused on this strategically important sector.
Those who visit the website will find that it has been designed to provide easy access to the
indispensable support we can offer at such a crucial time for the oil and gas industry.”
www.decomnorthsea.com
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“”

Those who visit the website
will find that it has been
designed to provide easy
access to the indispensable
support we can offer at such
a crucial time for the oil and
gas industry.
Nigel Jenkins,
Chief Executive, Decom North Sea

What Does Circular Economy Mean?
A Circular Economy approach ensures that
materials are retained within productive use, in a
high value state, for as long as possible. Familiar
examples in oil and gas are equipment rental
businesses where items are hired out, returned,
refurbished and re-rented – thus keeping the
rental items in a ‘high value state’ for as long as
possible.

Building on the Reuse work, DNS are
collaborating with ZWS in 2015 to maximise
decommissioning sector benefits from
the implementation of Reuse and Circular
Economy principles. Financial returns have been
demonstrated in sectors such as food, retail and
manufacturing and ZWS is seeking to replicate
those benefits in oil and gas.
Decommissioning Projects and Circular
Economy Principles
Two ZWS funded projects will be delivered by
Decom North Sea member companies this
quarter.
The first project will research mattress removal
solutions, define mattress condition, address
reuse options and values and explore the
derogation case for non-recoverable mattresses.
The second project will examine offshore
Removal methods, characterise asset inventories
and understand how appropriate methods can
reduce decommissioning costs via the reuse
of asset equipment and by adopting Circular
Economy principles.

Want to Get Involved?
Zero Waste Scotland staff are keen to
engage with oil and gas companies to
explore how Circular Economy and Reuse can
reduce decommissioning costs and enhance
competitiveness. A joint DNS/ZWS event in
May will report on the benefits from these Q1
Projects and work with DNS members to identify
where ZWS should target support to drive future
financial benefits. For more details, contact
Dorothy Burke on dburke@decomnorthsea.com
or Cheryl Robb of Zero Waste Scotland on
Cheryl.robb@zerowastescotland.org.uk
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Project Initiatives:
Delivering
Decommissioning
Solutions
Our focus is to deliver projects and initiatives with a real benefit
to our members and to industry. We are delighted to be working
closely with our Projects Sub Committee to focus our project
portfolio and will be working more closely with our members on
the delivery of projects going forward.
We have formalised our projects process in a number of ways, including a Project Charter which
clearly defines the objectives, deliverables, benefits and current status of each of the projects.
We have included the highlights of this information in the following update.
Since the previous issue of Decom News, there has been a significant shift in the oil price, which
places an increasing focus on the cost-effectiveness of decommissioning solutions. A number of our
initiatives will offer cost reduction opportunities, with the outcomes helping to increase knowledge,
encourage new methods and technologies and share lessons from previous projects. In addition,
our focus on gathering Market Intelligence and highlighting opportunities available to our members
through our redesigned website format will assist supply chain companies to see what is coming up
and plan their resources and bids accordingly.
We are delighted to have been selected as a finalist for the Working Together category at the
Offshore Achievements Awards in March, for the Decom Planning Framework project. This project
has brought together operators and contractors in a very successful collaboration which will deliver
web based tools via the DNS website to help organisations plan for decommissioning as much as
ten years out. This will include a wide range of resources prepared by these major companies from
their experience of the decommissioning projects which they have delivered and will be of great
benefit to the decommissioning industry.
As always, please get in touch with any questions. Email: dburke@decomnorthsea.com
Mobile: 07825 854850
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TITLE

OBJECTIVES

DELIVERABLES

BENEFITS

OUTCOMES

Decom
Decision
Planning
Framework

Collaborative project
which combines
learnings of operators
and major contractors
to create a planning
tool for the transition
from late life through to
decommissioning.

On Line Tool and Planning
Documents and Resources to
plan for Decommissioning.
Wood Group design
team are assisting DNS by
creating an embedded online
framework which will be
available via the DNS website.

• Valuable online resource
• Shared experience from
companies and senior
decom personnel
• Improved/earlier planning
• Reduced costs
• Adaptable Framework
• Wide range of resources
which will be freely
available to DNS members

The framework provides a
range of planning documents
and other resources from Senior
decom professionals from work
group members Shell, BP, TAQA,
AMEC, Aker, Wood Group &
Marathon.
DNS are extremely grateful
to the workgroup members
for their time and dedication
to this project and the range of
resources they have shared

TITLE

OBJECTIVES

BENEFITS

FUTURE PLANS

Lessons
Learned

1. Enable members to learn from the experience of
decommissioning projects already undertaken
2. Provide links to individuals/companies with experience
and expertise gained in specific aspects of these projects
3. Stimulate learning by facilitating reviews of completed
projects
4. Architecture of approach must ensure it is efficient to use,
content is peer-reviewed and database is maintained

•
•
•
•

Explore the possibility of
developing a full knowledge
management system and the
way in which this could be
delivered

TITLE

OBJECTIVES

NEXT STEPS

BENEFITS

Market
Intelligence

Create and populate a template which
will allow operators to share upcoming
Decommissioning project data in a
standard format.
Template is finalised and being
populated by participating Operators.

This will be populated and updated by
DNS during regular visits to all operator
members and from public domain data
shared on operator websites, or via
presentations at events and conferences

• Forward look ahead of upcoming projects
• Supply chain Resource planning
• DNS portal for market intelligence data

“”

We are delighted to have
been selected as a finalist
for the Working Together
category at the Offshore
Achievements Awards
in March, for the Decom
Planning Framework
project. This project has
brought together operators
and contractors in a very
successful collaboration
which will deliver web based
tools via the DNS website to
help organisations plan for
decommissioning as much
as ten years out.
Dorothy Burke, Decom North Sea

Cost reduction
Safety improvement
Enhanced project outcomes
Innovative member
companies can promote
their capabilities
• Best practice content for
professional development /
training

TITLE

STATUS

NEXT STEPS

MILESTONES

EIA Template
Update

• Proposed alternative delivery
mechanism (via Workgroup)
• Proposed restart Q1 with new
delivery mechanism

• Form project workgroup under direct
guidance of DNS Board Sponsor
• Workgroup and DECC environmental
team collaborate to deliver the
template (using the Decom
Programme Template project process)
• Share final draft with industry

• Form project workgroup/appoint
Chair and Project Manager – Q1
• Workgroup meet with DECC
Environmental team
• Workgroup sessions monthly
• Delivery Q3 2015 via industry event

TITLE

DELIVERABLES

OUTCOMES

NEXT STEPS

Early
Contractor
Engagement

Best practice toolkit which will define:
• What stage in a decom project early
engagement may take place
• Who should be engaged
• The most effective communications
formats at each stage
• Support material/ processes
• How this ties in with established
contracting processes and
fair competition ethics/legal
considerations
• Case study evidence

• Understand / influence contracting
strategies
• Reduce non-productive business time
• Improve tender/execution proposals
• Improve understanding of project
goals and value drivers

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Form workgroup
Create outline deliverable framework
Test with workgroup
Collate Workgroup feedback / input
and refine
Test with industry
Launch
Follow-up with online best practice
pack
Hand ownership to executive
Periodically test usefulness via
member feedback

TITLE

DELIVERABLES

OUTCOMES

NEXT STEPS

Multi-Party
Well P&A

• DNS workshop held with supply chain
(Q3 2014)
• DECC/DNS round table with SNS
operators and Tier1/2 in Norwich
attended by Karen Seath and Callum
Falconer (Q4 2014)
• DECC have sent letter to the CEO’s of
the 7 SNS operators re collaboration
• An operator only round table
discussion will take place in Q1 2015.

• Enhance incentivised contracting
approaches
• Share knowledge and best practice
• Steadier and more repeatable
operations.

• Obtain DECC feedback re letter to
operators
• Coordinate and align activities with
DECC/DNS initiative
• Facilitate SNS operator meeting with
DECC in Q1 2015
• Determine who should take this
forward and how DNS should be
involved
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The Biggest ‘Redd Up’
Shetland is poised to become the UK’s major player in North
Sea oil and gas decommissioning, and Highlands and Islands
Enterprise (HIE) is heavily involved in supporting the isles’ efforts.

“”

What we’re aiming for is this:
we want Lerwick to be the
decommissioning port of
choice for the northern
North Sea.
Sandra Laurenson, Chief Executive,
Lerwick Port Authority
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Location, Location, Location.
That old mantra for house-buyers is also
central to Shetland’s potential as a centre for
decommissioning in the North Sea. Simply, with
many fields reaching the end of their working
lives, it’s the nearest landfall.
As Lerwick-based James Johnson,
decommissioning manager for international
energy logistics firm Peterson, puts it:
“Geography can be crucial. Working offshore
is vastly expensive, so much so that towing
distances can become very critical. The
minimum towing that’s involved, the better.
Shetland is nearest. We have the facilities and
the experience. We’re the obvious choice.”
But location is only part of the story. In
something as complex as decommissioning,
facilities, skills, human resources and experience
are all hugely important. And it’s here that
Peterson, its waste-disposal partners Veolia,
Lerwick Port Authority and Highlands and
Islands Enterprise are working together to make
Shetland the Northern North Sea’s first choice.
LPA and Peterson are planning up to £20m
of investment in Shetland aimed at securing
its place as a global decommissioning centre
of excellence. The harbour authority is to take
on a £11.95m quayside infrastructure project
at one of its existing deep water bases, Dales
Voe. The expansion could support around 120
permanent jobs.
67 of those jobs will stem from the Peterson
expansion. The company is planning to invest
up to £8.64m in supporting and expanding its
decommissioning capability at Lerwick. Working
jointly with Veolia, this could add around £10m
to the local economy.
HIE has approved grants of £628,000
to Peterson and £1,195,000 to Lerwick Port
Authority, including £324,416 through the
European Regional Development Fund (ERDF).
LPA has also been awarded £1.2m from the
Scottish Government and Peterson has received
£1.1m of Regional Selective Assistance (RSA),
from Scottish Enterprise.
“What we’re aiming for is this: we want
Lerwick to be the decommissioning port of
choice for the northern North Sea.” So says
Lerwick Port Authority chief executive Sandra
Laurenson. “The northern North Sea is where
many of the region’s largest platforms are, and

eventually they will all need to come ashore.
Dales Voe is a fantastic asset for the port - in
the Voe we have more than 30 metres of water
depth, which gives us a competitive edge in
Scotland and indeed the UK. The jetty at Dales
Voe has 12.5 metres of water depth. That’s a
significant piece of infrastructure, and what
we’re planning to do in 2015 is to extend that
jetty to make it multipurpose for all types of
craft.
“At the moment the Dales Voe jetty is not
big enough for the current generation of ships.
The expansion and redevelopment will give us
good flexibility and among the best weightbearing loads of any port in the UK - this is with
an eye to decommissioning in the future, which
could involve the landing of significant pieces of
platform here in Lerwick.”
But decommissioning is already taking
place in Lerwick.
“It happens with subsea kit all the time,”
says Sandra Laurenson. “Items are taken ashore,
dismantled and largely shipped out of here for
reuse.”
Peterson’s Greenhead base is currently the
only licensed and compliant decommissioning
site in Scotland. The site has been active in
decommissioning since 2005.
Says James Johnson, “We’ve already carried
out a number of big projects. The biggest one
would be the decommissioned Frigg Field for
Total in 2007, which saw us covering both ends
of the spectrum.
“First there was ‘piece small’ work, which
means material was cut up offshore, put into
containers and taken ashore, tipped and then
processed. The other side of that was the
managing, receipt, loading and dismantling of
a single, 9600 tonne piece, the TCP 2 Module
Support Frame piece, from the barge to
shore. I was project manager and that was an
interesting challenge. It was completed on
schedule, without significant incidents or lost
time injuries. It shows just what we can do.”
James is very happy with the infrastructure
at Lerwick Harbour and what he describes
as the LPA’s proactive attitude towards
development.
“We have some of the best water depths
on the East Coast here - nine metres alongside
at Greenhead, and the 12.5 metres at Dales

Voe is excellent. I believe the future for
decommissioning work here is very positive.
From Peterson’s point of view, there is a
lot of potential both on development side
and decommissioning. We are involved in
refurbishing a field at the moment - taking the
redundant gear ashore and processing it, and
putting out more new equipment, and that’s all
being run through Greenhead. We’re involved
with the main contractors on both sides of that
equation. I think we’re in an excellent position
for doing more of that.”
And for Sandra Laurenson, the future is
firmly focussed on providing more and better
facilities for this kind of work, and anticipating
developments, for example in the size of ships
wishing to use the port.
“The port authority is pretty much an
enabling body, in that we provide the port
infrastructure that the ships need. That’s
one of the things we’ve tried to do over the
years to allow the port to compete with sites
elsewhere in Scotland and Scandinavia. We
have to stay ahead of the curve on the size of
ships we can cope with - we find the ships get
bigger and bigger and often the ports we’re
really competing with are on the west coast
of Norway. It does take significant investment
to build port infrastructure to the water depth,
strength and weight-bearing capacity that
projects need, so we’re not really competing
with ports on the east coast of Scotland which

supply the platforms. That’s a different kind of
traffic. We really focus on offshore construction
and now on decommissioning.”
Decommissioning has been discussed
and planned for over many years, says James
Johnson, but now, with various fields reaching
the end of their viable lives, it’s all becoming
much more urgent.
“We’ve been talking about
decommissioning for years, indeed for decades
- and oil companies will always find ways to
extend a field’s life. But we are getting to the
point now where we’re getting more inquiries
coming in for decommissioning. Some of this
activity has been a bit under the radar but as
I say, there have been quite a number of big
projects handled already.
“After all, we are already established. We
already have the decommissioning facility. It’s
fully funded and fully licensed so we can handle
every waste you can think of. We can take every
material you can name, it can come in here to
Shetland, we can process it, package it, deal
with it in an environmentally sound manner
and it can then be delivered in many different
ways. We’re looking at single lifts, we’re looking
at reverse installation where we take individual
modules or material comes in on the back of
standard supply boats just in containers. We can
do it all.”
Every year in Shetland, every spring or Voar,
there’s what’s called in island dialect the ‘Redd

Up’, where local folk organise themselves to
clean and tidy up the islands’ beaches. The great
tidying of the North Sea in the wake of the oil
industry is now something which could lead
to great economic benefits for the isles. The
potential, says James Johnson, is enormous.
“In terms of the tonnage out there in the
North Sea I don’t think a lot of people realise
the number of platforms. There are hundreds,
and the vast majority are in the northern and
northern central sections of the North Sea.”
And then there’s Shetland’s extensive
experience in the oil industry - another major
plus factor in attracting decommissioning
business. Peterson has access to a range of
highly professional and very experienced
sub-contractors in the fabrication and servicing
fields, companies such as Ocean Kinetics and
Malakoff.
“Shetland has been involved in the oil and
gas industry for half a century,” says James.
“We have the capabilities and we have the
personnel.”
So yes, it’s location, location, location…
plus strategic planning and investment in
infrastructure, great personnel, the latest
equipment, and most of all, experience and
vision.
Shetland, as they say, has it all.
Tom Morton
www.hie.co.uk
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Sabre Safety
Delivers for Sureclean

Easy to use and simple to deploy in
operations, the Atex Zone 1 compressor from
Sabre comes with an auto shutdown facility that
activates in the event of any ingress of gas into
the Zone 1 area. It is a patented system that
has been designed by Sabre’s own in-house gas
safety team in Aberdeen and it gives operators
complete confidence in working in a Zone 1
location. Escape air is automatically supplied in
the event of an auto shutdown, again providing
air quality that exceeds the breathing air
requirements of BS:EN12021:1999.
By way of contrast, other ‘designated’ Zone
1 compressors run trunking into a Zone 1 area,
which can require to be routed from 60 – 70 feet
away in a typical scenario, and the installation of
a fan (and associated cabling) to pressurise the
trunking. Monitoring is carried out to ensure
that positive pressure is being maintained,
but this is at a distance from the compressor.
Measures such as these mount up and make
such systems harder to maintain and operate.

Sabre Safety, the global H2S safety service provider, has recently
delivered four of its self-contained ATEX Approved Zone 1
LP breathing air compressors to Sureclean, the international
industrial cleaning and waste management specialist, based in
Aberdeen and Alness. Sureclean is enhancing its technologies
to provide its services in a safer, more efficient and cost effective
way, and this order from Sureclean is part of the company’s
equipment investment.
The technology has already been deployed
to the Murchison Platform in support of
vessel entry projects. The single enclosed
unit has the benefit of providing one unit
for all BA needs, delivering clean breathable
air, at a desired temperature and constant air
monitoring for enhanced safety. It is not only
decommissioning projects where these systems
will be used; the international contractor is now
widely using the compressor, within its wider
tank cleaning operations including inshore
rig maintenance, offshore works and FPSO
upgrade projects globally and to meet Lloyds,
DNV and ABS standards.
Bespoke design for optimum performance
and safety
Sureclean approached Sabre Safety
with the company’s requirements for a
bespoke system, requesting a 4 outlet LP

BA Compressor. Sureclean had a number
of specific requirements for a failsafe system
which included constant air monitoring and a
temperature controlled system providing quality
breathing air for up to 4 people simultaneously
which can be used in all working environments.
The safety of employees is paramount during
confined space operations and Sureclean
uses the latest technology and safe working
procedures to provide a reliable and proven
level of performance and safety.
Designed for use during confined-space
entry works, the compressor provides real-time
air quality monitoring and is easily deployed,
complying with Sureclean’s ‘plug and play’
philosophy. With an inbuilt failsafe system, it
delivers air at the desired temperature, with
the integrity of the air constantly monitored,
simultaneously providing a more comfortable
and safer system.

Sureclean Managing Director John Barron
commented: “We are constantly investing
in new technologies to ensure we have the
safest systems available within the industry.
One example of this is our investment in new
compressors which demonstrates that our
innovative solutions not only handle operational
requirements but also improve productivity and
safety.”
Allan Cameron, Sabre Safety’s Technical
Director, continued: “We were delighted to work
with Sureclean to develop these compressors
which will save their clients time and money.
With the compressors it is ‘plug in and go’: there
is no need to set anything up, and there’s no
need to monitor the ductwork either. This means
that the standby operator at the compressor can
concentrate solely on the air delivery and looking
after the men at the worksite – so everyone can
focus on the task in hand. We really wanted to
have everything within the Zone 1 for ease of
operations and to improve safety. It really has
been designed in the oilfield for the oilfield.”
Time is a significant factor whilst carrying
out these works and it is anticipated that the
compressor, being self-contained will offer
savings on time and cost.

An integrated and supported approach
In keeping with Sabre’s commitment to
the total integration of training and operations,
the compressor comes with pre-use inspection

and user training at the customer’s location
– whether onshore or offshore. 24/7 support
is available from Aberdeen to provide users
with complete backup at all times and the
equipment can be serviced either on location
or at Sabre’s own SQA-accredited operations
centre in Aberdeen. The compressor has a
small ‘footprint,’ again for ease of operation
and maneuverability in the busy offshore
environment.
The new Zone 1 compressor from Sabre
Safety will be of use across a wide range of
applications – from shotblasting and spray
painting to welding and confined space
working including decom and leg entry work
on rigs.
www.sabreh2s.com

“”

We were delighted to work
with Sureclean to develop
these compressors which
will save their clients time
and money. With the
compressors it is ‘plug in
and go’: there is no need to
set anything up, and there’s
no need to monitor the
ductwork either. This means
that the standby operator
at the compressor can
concentrate solely on the air
delivery and looking after the
men at the worksite –
so everyone can focus on
the task in hand.
Allan Cameron,
Technical Director, Sabre Safety

Close to the worksite and maximising
up-time
The compressor is ATEX certified for
use in Zone 1 hazardous areas, allowing the
compressors to be as close to the working
environment as possible. Sureclean were
looking for a BA compressor that would
provide product up-time, with operations able
to start immediately. Within the system, air is
continuously available 24/7, even if scopes grow
and there is no downtime waiting on air bottle
delivery, refilling or charging.
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Making
Decommissioning
Projects Affordable
The offshore oil and gas industry was beginning to come to terms
with the challenges that decommissioning will bring over the
coming decade when the fall in oil price began.
The length of the current ‘crisis’ and the
ultimate implications are uncertain, but two
things are certain; the absolute need to focus
on minimising the costs of decommissioning
and the fact that decommissioning must be
completed.
The current climate will significantly increase
the risk of large future cost savings being
lost because of some small short term cost
savings. A small amount of upfront planning, to
preserve equipment critical to decommissioning
effectiveness, to capture essential knowledge
before it is lost and to plan the appropriate level
of equipment decontamination can lead to
significant efficiencies in final decommissioning
and removal of the asset. Avoiding the pressure
to save a little time and cost by not planning the
decommissioning early enough will not be easy,
but is a challenge worth overcoming.
The other challenge to be overcome
is around changing the mindset of people
involved in decommissioning, who have

normally spent their careers protecting
equipment and ensuring it remains fit for
beneficial service. Often switching away from
instinctively protecting the asset value during
decommissioning is not easy, but having
concluded the equipment is not required for
future use this switch has to be made. Significant
reductions in risk to decommissioning operatives
and cost savings can be achieved by using
techniques developed from the onshore
demolition industry.
The benefits of timely planning and
thinking differently about equipment
There have been many decommissioning
programmes where the preparation has started
too late which has resulted in unnecessary costs.
A sensible approach is to form a plan a few years
before decommissioning is due to start and to
involve decommissioning contractors early to
utilise their knowledge from the offset.
Examples from projects where unnecessary
costs have been incurred because of a lack

Spotting Competition
Risks in Joint Bids for
Decommissioning
“”
The current climate will
significantly increase the risk
of large future cost savings
being lost because of some
small short term cost savings
Steve Andrew, Asset Decommissioning
Manager, ABB Consulting
of planning include; only decommissioning
the process vessels but not the process lines,
resulting in decommissioning 40 lengths of
line at a later date and at a significant cost and
risk of loss of containment; failure to maintain
a fire pump which meant stopping work on a
project while it was replaced and having men
and supply barges idle for many hours, failing
to capture accurate records of the state of
decontamination of systems before operators
left, leading to expensive sampling programmes,
conservative dismantling techniques and
contract variations.
Examples of unnecessary costs due to
thinking of equipment as part of an operating
process include; decontaminating pressure
vessels to a level required for vessel entry rather
than cutting up the vessel for safer and more
cost effective decontamination; dismantling
systems for removal rather than removing
sections of a process for dismantling more cost
effectively and safely onshore.
Another area where cost is of key
significance is the maintenance of a resalable
asset’s value following the cessation of
production. Often this can be much more
lucrative than the scrap value of the metal, but
requires that it is preserved from the time it
comes out of service. There are other examples
where money has been spent on preserving
equipment that was never likely to be resold or
where the preservation actions were ineffective.
Early identification of equipment to be preserved
is vital.
www.abb.com/consulting

The decommissioning industry is fair game for the competition
authorities, just like any other area of business life. Spotting
where competition law risks lie will ensure no one goes to jail
and that profits are not wiped out by huge fines.
Successful decommissioning projects may
require joint working between competitors
if, individually, they do not have the capacity
to carry it out alone. However, competitors
must not exchange information which is
competitively sensitive, other than that which
relates directly to the joint project at hand.
To take a simple example, if an
operator requires five cranes for a particular
decommissioning project and two possible
tenderers have three each, they might agree
to submit a joint bid, with one providing two
and the other providing three. In the context of
that joint bid, they could exchange information
about the submission of the bid and the
performance of the contract. Information about

the crane which is not involved in the project
should not be shared. If discussions are merely
at an exploratory stage and there is no concrete
plan for actual joint working, competitively
sensitive information should not be shared.
Collaboration which goes beyond a
legitimate purpose and seeks instead to agree
the basis upon which companies compete
is very dangerous territory. So for example,
if competitors agree to submit a bid jointly,
but agree not to bid for other contracts
independently, this would be illegal.
An effective competition compliance policy
will ensure that your business is not exposed in
this complex area.
www.mms.co.uk

“”
Successful decommissioning
projects may require
joint working between
competitors if, individually,
they do not have the
capacity to carry it out alone.
However, competitors must
not exchange information
which is competitively
sensitive, other than that
which relates directly to the
joint project at hand.
Melanie Martin,
Associate – EU Competition & Regulatory
Practice, Maclay Murray & Spens

TRAINING COURSE

Decommissioning:
From Planning to Execution
Decom North Sea in partnership with Strategic Decom hold regular training courses focused on Offshore
Decommissioning. The overall objective is to inform participants of the background, scope and cover some
of the key issues associated within the decommissioning sector over a two day period.
25th & 26th February - Aberdeen
10th & 11th June - Aberdeen
18th & 19th November - Aberdeen

To book or for more information about our Training Course’s please visit our website
www.decomnorthsea.com/training or contact Izzie Bryce
on ibryce@decomnorthsea.com or +44 (0)1224 914044
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Leading Contractors
Sign Up for Energy:
A Balanced Future
A national energy conference
at Sage Newcastle is attracting
some of the biggest names in
the industry.
Energy: A Balanced Future on 10 and 11
March is hosted by NOF Energy, the business
development organisation for the oil, gas,
nuclear, offshore and renewables sectors. It is
supported by Platinum Sponsor, Invest North
East England and Gold Sponsors Arefco, Draeger
and Teesside University.

Among the VIPs already confirmed are
DONG Energy, SNC-Lavalin, Technip, Siemens,
Dana Petroleum, Wood Group PSN, Petrobras,
BP, Foster Wheeler Energy, GE Oil & Gas and
GE Hitachi. Other significant organisations
supporting the conference include Decom
North Sea, The Department of Energy and
Climate Change, FPAL, The British Valve and
Actuator Association and the Society for
Underwater Technology.
Caroline Lofthouse, Business Development
Manager at NOF Energy, said: “The chance to
network with the biggest names in the business
is attracting firms of the highest calibre, which is

a very encouraging sign for the future growth of
the industry.
“This is our fifth conference and with more
than 400 delegates already expected it is clear
the sector is as eager as ever to address the
major issues and that Energy: A Balanced Future
is the perfect place to find solutions.”
Hot topics this year will include the need for
a balanced mix of energy supplies covering oil,
gas, nuclear, offshore renewables, shale gas and
for the first time, future energies.
www.energyabalancedfuture.com

CLAXTON MAKES
IT HAPPEN
ON TYRA EAST.
By completing what is believed to be the first rigless
recovery of a stuck bottom hole assembly (BHA), Claxton
took away a significant operational headache on the
Tyra East field during a recent slot recovery.
Our rigless approach reduced costs for the field operator
and our experience, tooling and personnel enabled their
conductor to be recovered four days faster than planned.
Read the case study for this project at:
www.claxtonengineering.com/stuckBHA

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
Nigel Cornwall, Cornwall Energy
John Westwood, Douglas Westwood
Matthew Knight, Siemens
David Rowland, Scottish Power Renewables/Iberdrola
Bill Cattanach, DECC
Nigel Jenkins, DECOM North Sea
Green Giraffe; Financing Renewable Projects in Europe
Oil & Gas UK

Save the Date

Wednesday 27th May 2015 | AECC

Decom Offshore 2015 will bring together 250+
decommissioning professionals from all tiers of the industry,
providing the operators and supply chain with an excellent
opportunity to engage with one another.

More speakers to be confirmed.

THE SEA OF
OPPORTUNITY

The Conference for Offshore Energy
Southern North Sea Conference

Wednesday 4 & Thursday 5 March 2015
NORFOLK SHOWGROUND, NORWICH

Book online at www.eeegr.com

The event will showcase the innovation, collaboration and
entrepreneurial flair required within the sector and consider
how this contributes to decommissioning efficiency and
cost effectiveness at a time when the industry is faced
with the current market challenges.

For more information about the event as well as exhibitor
and sponsorship opportunities, contact Izzie Bryce on
01224 914044 or ibryce@decomnorthsea.com
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Pictured: A Claxton 300te tension ring securing the
Tyra East conductor during pinning, cutting and recovery
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Moving
Water Any
Way You
Want It
Van Heck is an internationally
operating company with
50 years experience in the
field of water control and
management, with offices in
the Netherlands and Singapore.
Van Heck’s speciality is often
called upon to manage floods.
Van Heck’s expertise includes providing tailormade solutions for dredging, civil and industrial
projects and for government and water boards.
Van Heck is also active in the offshore and
maritime industries.
Equipment for ballast operations
Van Heck’s ballast equipment is specifically
designed for load-outs and float-overs, and
ideally suited for salvage operations. The
completely autonomous ballast and deballast
system can be entirely controlled from a central
point and has a total capacity of over 40,000 tons
per hour.
Sea Trophy
Van Heck has recently welcomed a new
passenger on-board: The Sea Trophy; Green and
Easy Oil Recovery. The first complete mobile
pump system that enables the controlled,
contained, fast (fuel-) oil recovery after incorrect
or off-spec fuelling in the event of grounding or
calamity at sea.
Since the 26th of November 2014, Van Heck
is an Incentive Provider of the Green Award
Foundation with the Sea Trophy. A Green Award
Incentive Provider is an entity that likes to make
clear that they support the improvement in
shipping quality.
www.vanheckgroup.com
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DNV GL Rejuvenates
and Expands
Recommended Practice
DNV GL produced a recommended practice (RP) for “Marine
Operations during Removal of Offshore Installations” ten years
ago and recently ran a review workshop attended by key players
to bring it up to date, in accordance with industry expectations.
The RP entitled DNV-RP-H102, produced
in 2004 will, when revised, address new
concepts and technologies associated with
decommissioning.
63 delegates registered for the workshop
which was held at Norwood Hall in Aberdeen
and 37 different companies were represented.
There was excellent industry participation at
all levels. Martin Brown, a senior consultant
naval architect at DNV GL (the facilitator for
the day) said “It is important for us to address
current issues affecting those that are in the
decommissioning phase of the assets.”
Graeme Lamont, DNV GL focal point for
Decommissioning adds “given the current
climate it is useful to use this opportunity to
look at the RP and engage the market in an
open forum, addressing current trends and
challenges and using the experienced gained
to revitalise the document.”

DNV GL has absorbed all the comments
received at the workshop and will implement
changes where required and add some
new material to augment and update the
document. Those whom attended the
workshop will become consultative partners to
the process and will be given an opportunity
to review the document following an internal
formal hearing within DNV-GL. The updated RP
will then be finally issued in 2015.
www.dnvgl.com

Oil and Gas
Inspection
Partnership
Sky-Futures and Bluestream Offshore have
announced a partnership providing a turn
key offshore inspection service to the Dutch
North Sea Oil and Gas market. The move further
enhances both companies’ positions as leaders
in the offshore oil and gas inspection market.
The relationship will provide clients with a total solution utilizing
Sky-Futures’ advanced unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) inspection and
measurement services. This combined with Bluestream Offshore’s
complementary rope access, diving and ROV inspection, repair and
maintenance services will provide a unique advantage for their customers
in their maintenance campaigns and projects. The inspection service will
be delivered out of Bluestream’s Den Helder office.

Sky-Futures is a UK-based company providing UAV inspection services
to clients globally in the oil and gas sector with world-leading expertise in
engineering inspection and reporting using HD video and thermal camera
imagery. Sky-Futures have also recently developed proprietary DTL-VU
software that is used to measure defects and corrosion.
Chris Blackford, Sky-Futures’ Operations Director: “The partnership will
enable us to immediately add value to Bluestreams’ existing clients both
offshore and onshore, whilst strengthening the joint proposition for the
future.”
www.sky-futures.com www.bluestreamoffshore.com

Intertek
Data
Technology
Data acquisition in the oil and
gas industry is a costly exercise
but the resultant data sets and
reports represent a valuable
asset.
The need for reliable data is increasingly
important for decommissioning; operators
cannot rely on information from assets which
may be 40 years old, as data may be inaccurate or
lost through asset transfer.
Intertek is tackling this industry issue by
using its GeoAIMS (Geographical Asset and
Information Management System) technology
to manage data in decommissioning projects for
the first time.

Chris Mooij, Director at Intertek Energy and
Water Consultancy Services commented: “One of
the key decommissioning challenges is preparing
the hazardous materials inventory. GeoAIMS will
allow operators to undertake real-time updates
of hazardous materials as and when they are
located and identified. It will also allow the
type and quantities of hazardous and residual
materials to be logged and tagged to their exact
location. It has already been successful on a
number of projects and gives developers the
ability to react quickly and effectively.”
As a web-based application, GeoAIMS
exceeds any of the capabilities offered by a

standard data repository. The web functionality
allows users to interact, query and retrieve the
relevant information from the database layer
without needing GIS software. It can also be
integrated with other systems such as CAD,
where 3D scanned models will allow operators to
identify what pipelines have been used for and
what residues may have been left behind.
Intertek can deliver this service though its
team of GIS specialists and software developers
who have a breadth of experience in the capture,
visualisation, validation, management and
manipulation of geo-spatial data.
www.intertek.com/ep
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Imenco Marketing Marine Technology
and Promotional Open Days
Event

Lucion Launch Free
Asbestos Awareness
Refresher Course

At the Millennium Corniche Hotel in Abu
Dhabi on 9th November 2014, Imenco and
Indepth-International successfully held their
first ‘in-area’ marketing and promotional event
aimed at decision makers and product users
in the UAE and wider Middle East oil, LPG and
defence markets.

Hazard management company,
Lucion have this month
announced the launch of
Asbestos Awareness Refresher
Training available for the first
time online and free to all users.

Management teams from both companies were delighted to be
in attendance answering a wide variety of product and technical
questions from the floor.
The morning and afternoon events allowed existing and
potential customers to engage ‘hands-on’ with a range of Imenco
mechanical and electronic products. Of particular interest to
participants were the Imenco ROV operated semi-automatic
shackles, Imenco subsea cameras, especially low light and
HD options, and the new SEA LED 300 and 300L light ranges.
Participants could see immediate use for all of these items in local
and international markets and projects. Engagement on the day
led to quotations being requested for a variety of Imenco products
to fulfil and meet existing project deadlines along with meeting
requests in the following days to discuss how Imenco products and
services could assist in resolving project challenges.
Imenco and Indepth-International’s critical product marketing
messages were readily grasped by the audiences. Every Imenco
product is designed with safety and ease of use in mind, saving boat
time and increasing cost efficiencies for the operator. All Imenco
electronic products carry a unique 3 year warranty. Technical
questions and options were discussed openly at the events with
several customer seeing answers to existing projects including local
decommissioning issues.
www.imenco.no
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Proserv opened its doors to over 100 clients at
their Birchmoss facility in Aberdeenshire during
the first week of December 2014. The weeklong event, hosted by the Marine Technology
product centre, showcased a variety of service
solutions that provide clients with asset life
extension and decommissioning services.

Lucion have been recognised providers of
asbestos management training to both the built
and marine environments for over 10 years.
Created by Lucion’s in house software
team, the e-learning has been designed to
ensure learners who have recently undergone
classroom based training maintain their
certification and refresh their existing
knowledge.

The format of the event consisted of a series of technical presentations
and full product demonstrations for clients. Throughout each session,
the team introduced several new technologies due for global
commercialisation including a fleet of Electric Dredge Systems, Hydraulic
Cutting Shears and additional Diamond Wire Cutting Systems. The next
generation of Proserv’s Pipeline Coating Removal (PCR) Tool was also
revealed to clients which is fully ROV deployable, can be used in water
depths up to 3000m and features enhanced control functionality for safer
and more reliable subsea operations.
This significant investment in new technology underpins Proserv’s
commitment to providing clients with a complete service solution,
particularly for autonomous intervention. Stewart Macindoe, Vice
President Sales & Business Development (EWA), said: “These Open Days
were a huge success and a real eye-opener to clients particularly around
the extent of our expertise and capabilities, not just in the North Sea, but
further afield.
“We have already received a significant number of enquiries on the
back of our Open Day success which we hope will come to fruition in
early 2015.”
www.proserv.com

Asbestos awareness training is legally
required for anyone who may be exposed
to asbestos containing materials during
their working activities. This includes but
is not limited to onboard technical teams,
electricians, plumbers, gasfitters, surveyors and
maintenance staff.
Lucion Director, Ross Boulton said “For
many offshore and decommissioning workers,
access to asbestos awareness training courses
can sometimes be very difficult. The e-learning
has been designed to support offshore workers
in keeping their certification up to date and the
flexibility to access the course at a time and a
place to suit them.
“Lucion’s decision to provide refresher
e-learning free of charge came after the HSE’s
asbestos safety campaign in October this year.
With so many workers exposed to asbestos
each year as a result of lack of training, Lucion’s

New Head of Project
Controls at Prima Uno
Prima Uno, the specialist
Project Controls, Risk and
Forensic Planning, Consultancy,
has announced they have a
new Head of Project Controls
for their West Cumbrian Team.
Bill Sanderson has joined the business to
strengthen the existing team. There are another
8 new recruits in January 2015 for Prima Uno
consisting of Bill, a Risk Practitioner, Lead
Planner, Planner and 3 apprentices.
Bill has a wide range of management
experience in numerous industries with over
35 years’ experience, managing multi-discipline
teams across different sites, and demonstrated

ability to influence and motivate others to
achieve high level performance targets. He
has managed multi-million dollar projects to
timescale and within budget. Industries include
construction, petrochemical, aircraft, software
development, Nuclear, pharmaceutical and
overseas experience.
He also has a proven successful track record
in the management of large project controls
teams on complex programme portfolio’s, the
development and roll out of project control
systems, planning strategies and reporting
systems and the ability to influence and
integrate contractors into the project team
during the programme life cycle, thus improving
team working and producing a product fit for
purpose within budgetary targets.
Since Prima Uno was established in 2012,
its main aim has been to grow the business into
a nationally respected specialist consultancy.

initiative to provide refresher e-learning free
of charge is our pledge to promote asbestos
awareness in the workplace.”
www.lucion.co.uk/training

“”

Due to the rapid growth of
the business in the last two
years it is necessary to move
up a gear. Having someone
with Bill’s reputation and
credentials takes Prima Uno
onto the next level. We
are absolutely delighted to
have Bill on board. It will
be a wonderful chance
for our younger staff
and apprentices to work
alongside Bill who has a
wealth of experience from
multi sectors.
Sarah Purdham,
Managing Director, Prima Uno

Alongside this ambition Managing Director
Sarah Purdham also wanted to set up a ‘Centre
of Excellence’, enabling more people in West
Cumbria to become nationally respected Project
Control specialists.
www.primauno.co.uk
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GeoSea Orders New
Jack-Up Vessel

EnerMech Devise
Temporary Crane
Solution
Mechanical engineering group, EnerMech, has devised a
temporary crane solution which can deliver up to 28 Te lifting
capacity with full Ex-rated functionality.
The crane meets many of the criteria
for specialist lifting operations during
decommissioning workscopes, in situations
where a main crane is out of action due to
maintenance work or cab upgrades and for
drilling campaigns where lifting operations are
impeded by a temporary derrick.
The Aberdeen-based group, which recently
secured multiple cranes contracts with North
Sea operators valued at £34 million, has
designed a cost effective, fully integrated lifting
solution which can be easily deployed to site,

operated in Zone 2 environments and provide
sufficient height and reach for maximum
flexibility.
Each crane is contained in a DNV lifting
frame which doubles as an integral pedestal and
safety access platform. With a Zone 1 Ex rating
and Zone 1 electric hydraulic power pack and
full remote control function, each crane is easily
transportable to offshore locations.
Tony Cumming, EnerMech’s UK Business
Development Manager, said: “Our temporary
cranes range offer an Atex solution for

lifting operations in Zone 2 hazardous area
environments and are particularly suited for use
in decommissioning work.
“Remote control options enhance safety, an
integrated pedestal provides extended height
and reach, while a novel containerised housing
design aligns well with existing platform cranes.
“These cranes have been successfully
deployed on a number of offshore projects in
the UKCS and Norwegian North Sea and are
available on a rental or sale basis.”
www.enermech.com

Jee to host Subsea
Pipeline Integrity Webinar
Leading independent subsea
engineering and training
company, Jee Ltd, will draw
on its extensive integrity
management experience to
host a free-to-attend webinar
exploring the topic on
24 February 2015.
Available to a global audience, the webinar ‘Lessons learned in subsea pipeline integrity
management’ - will be presented by the head
of Jee’s integrity management discipline and
Principal Engineer, Grant Adam, and will give
participants an overview of subsea pipeline
integrity management best practice.
A chartered engineer with more than 20
years oil and gas industry experience, Mr Adam

has an in-depth knowledge and technical
understanding of integrity management and its
associated areas, including internal and external
inspection. His experience includes creating
riser inspection strategies, inspection tool and
stuck pig contingency plans, and corrosion
management strategies.
Mr Adam said: “At a time when subsea
assets are maturing and reaching the end of
their design lives, good integrity management
has never been more important. This webinar
provides an opportunity to hear how to safely
maximise the profitability of mature assets
through robust life extension processes, and
how integrity can be continued into the next
phase – decommissioning.
“Our industry faces many challenges which
we can all tackle by sharing our experiences,
to help improve industry standards and best
practice. At Jee, we are in a strong position to
share the lessons learned from our extensive
experience working with a wide range of clients
including major IOCs and vessel operators.”

DEME’s marine engineering
specialist GeoSea has signed a
contract with Uljanik Shipyard
(Croatia) to build an advanced
self-propelled DP2 jack-up
vessel to add to their growing
fleet.
The new vessel will join the current fleet of DP
class self-propelled jack-ups, which include the
Innovation, Neptune and Goliath. Based on the
GustoMSC NG5500X design, APOLLO will be
delivered in 2017.
The vessel will be equipped with an 800
tonne leg-encircling crane. The vessel deck
provides free area of 2000m2 with a load

ABB Consulting.
Safe and cost
effective offshore
decommissioning.
Grant Adam, Head of Integrity Management
and Principal Engineer, Jee
The webinar will give participants an insight
into the foundations of subsea pipeline integrity
established during the design phase, and learn
how to develop the key processes and systems
that ensure safe, reliable operation.
It will review the primary risks threatening
subsea pipeline integrity today and discuss the
management and mitigation measures that
can be employed to reduce these to as low as
reasonably practicable.
This webinar is part of an on-going series of
webinars being presented by Jee, in-line with the
company’s ongoing commitment to continuous
development and knowledge sharing.
www.jee.co.uk

In the coming years all offshore operators will face the challenge of
decommissioning. Early planning helps ensure that it will be done as safely
and cost effectively as possible. ABB Consulting offers a wide range of
services to support decommissioning across its lifecycle; from managing
redundant systems during normal operations, through late life operations,
preparing for decommissioning and all stages of decommissioning to final
disposal on-shore. www.abb.com/consulting

ABB Consulting
Tel: +44 (0)1925 741111
email: contact@gb.abb.com
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carrying capacity of 15 t/m2. APOLLO will have
standard accommodation for 92 persons on
board (POB) with the possibility to add an
additional accommodation unit to come to a
grand total of 150 POB.
APOLLO has been designed as a “green”
vessel: numerous measures have been taken
to keep fuel consumption low and to prevent
marine pollution.
The jack-up APOLLO will be outfitted with
106.8m long trussed legs that would allow her
to operate in water depths of up to 70m.
This versatile vessel serves the offshore
wind industry, but will be mainly deployed by
GeoSea’s subsidiary EverSea to provide services
to the oil and gas industry with particular
focus on the installation and decommissioning
of platform facilities; together with well
intervention and well P & A activities.
www.deme-group.com/geosea

17/12/2014 12:31:32
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Inter Terminals Provides
Specialist Storage and
Water Separation Services
Inter Terminals (previously known as Simon Storage) has
successfully provided specialist storage and water separation
services for ship slops at its Immingham East Terminal on behalf
of Hydrodec (UK) Ltd.
The contract with Hydrodec, which trades as the
OSS Group in the UK, involved around 11,000
tonnes of saline water containing oil residues
from shipping operations. Having already
undergone an initial oil skimming process, the
product was re-sampled by Inter Terminals on
arrival at the terminal to ensure it satisfied the
adequate specification for water separation and
disposal via Simon’s on-site water treatment
facilities.
Received by sea into the terminal, the
ship slops was stored in a number of specially
configured tanks totalling nearly 20,000m3.
After a settling period to allow for natural intank separation of oil and water, the water was
drawn off for disposal through Inter Terminals’
water treatment facilities. Oil residues left in
the tank were collected by OSS, using vacuum
tankers, for recycling at its Stourport-on-Severn
processing plant.
Inter Terminals Immingham East site is
permitted to carry out water separation activities
and recovery of separated hazardous and nonhazardous waste products from industry and
commerce. Inter Terminals investment in its own
water treatment plant at the terminal provides
the capability for disposal of separated waste
water derived from a wide range of permitted
EWC (European Waste Catalogue) codes.

“”

With a long history of
handling bulk liquid wastes
under permit and its own
water separation facilities at
Immingham, Inter Terminals
has achieved significant
business success in this
demanding sector and is
ideally placed to maximise
emerging opportunities.
Rachel Lewin, Marketing Executive,
Inter Terminals

Roberts
Machining
Solutions
Formed following the merger
of Roberts Pipeline Machining
and Site Machining Services,
Roberts Machining Solutions
is a specialist provider of
engineered onsite machining
solutions to the international
energy industry.

As well as outright purchase, Roberts’
machines are also available for rental. Along
with offering a range of standard products,
Roberts provides its customers with engineered
solutions, identifying their challenges and
solving them. Its in-house engineering team
provides these bespoke solutions, using the
latest CAD and CAM technology.
The service arm of Roberts Machining
Solutions, formerly Site Machining Services, was
acquired by Glacier in 2012. Roberts Machining
Solutions is a specialist provider in all aspects
of onsite machining delivery, performed by
experienced technicians and utilising an
extensive range of equipment.
www.glacier.co.uk

Global Wells Decommissioning and
Abandonment services
In the face of finite global oil supplies,
the market for collecting and recycling waste
oil from sources such as the maritime and
automotive industries is growing, says Rachel
Lewin, Marketing Executive at Inter Terminals.
“This rapidly developing market is increasing
requirements for suitable storage, treatment
and disposal in the UK and mainland Europe,”

she comments. “With a long history of handling
bulk liquid wastes under permit and its own
water separation facilities at Immingham, Inter
Terminals has achieved significant business
success in this demanding sector and is ideally
placed to maximise emerging opportunities.”
www.InterTerminals.com

Want to raise your profile?
The Decom Website offers a range of opportunities for companies looking to get
themselves noticed within the offshore decommissioning industry.
• Widely regarded as the hub for information, news and events about the offshore
decommissioning industry and over 40,000 views every year
• With a growth of over 35% in website traffic, there has never been a better time
to advertise on the Decom website
For more information on rates and availability email: ibryce@decomnorthsea.com
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From its operating bases in Aberdeen, Glasgow,
Newcastle, Australia, UAE and Singapore, Roberts
Machining Solutions offers the sale & rental of
a wide range of onsite machining & ancillary
products along with the provision of onsite
machining services.
With a track record stretching back to 1952,
Roberts Machining Solutions has established
itself an industry leading onsite solutions
provider. Honing its long standing machine
design, manufacturing and rental capability with
its excellent service delivery competence to offer
its clients a range of bespoke onsite machining
solutions.
Roberts Machining Solutions is a global
leader in the design and manufacture and
rental of cold- cutting portable pipe cutting
and bevelling equipment. It is renowned for its
accuracy of cut, 100% rigidity during cutting,
efficiency, and ease of maintenance.
Roberts’ products are especially known
for their longevity and are built to last, so our
customers can expect in the region of 20 years’
plus service from them. The machines are fully
CE marked and are easy and safe to use. The use
of our cold-cutting technology ensures that the
machines are non-hazardous and can be used in
subsea environments.

Well Engineering and Project Management specialists in a range of operations:
•

Onshore and offshore projects

•

Feasibility reviews and engineering studies

•

Rig based and rigless operations

•

Operations management and project wrap up

Working with Petrofac to provide integrated decommissioning capability worldwide.
E: info@spdltd.com

W: www.spdltd.com

T: +44 1224 650570
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Plasma
Milling by
GA Drilling

Sureclean Opens
Multi-Million Pound
Oldmeldrum Facility

Will hot electric-plasma fit
to cold North Sea? What
would happen after plasma
engagement with tons of
steel-cement casings obliged
to be P&A? Sections won’t
only be milled, they will be
disrupted.

Leading international industrial cleaning contractor, Sureclean,
officially opened their new Oldmeldrum Facility, Bethelnie
House, on Friday 21st November 2014

In the sunset years of oil and gas installations,
the widespread decommissioning industry
calls for an accelleration of P&A operations.
Traditional section milling is not delivering
ideal outputs and has many drawbacks. A
conventional rotary approach generates
extensive non-productive time and high
propensity to do fishing jobs. During cleaning
jobs, it is usually harmful for the blow out
preventer whilst enabling massive particles to
flow there.
Plasma milling technology, based
on focused electric plasma energy, is
optimized for any stage of intervention in
well abandonment. The completely new
approach operates on electric arc; an electrical
breakdown of a gas that produces an ongoing
plasma discharge. This results from a current
flowing through non-conductive media such
as air or gas.
A plasma generator produces high
temperature H2O plasma for rapid steel
structural degradation and slag blow-out.
Degradation starts automatically and easily.
Plasma milling needs only one run to provide
complete casing removal. As a result of
the milling process, it generates only small
particles, instead of heavy swarf.
GA Drilling, developing plasma milling
has provided demonstrations in water
environment removing several inches from
casings. Core plasma milling technology
covers huge application portfolio and
incentives for brownfield developments.
www.gadrilling.com
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This multi-million pound construction was undertaken as part of the Company’s growth and
expansion plans and constructed simultaneously with their international headquarters, located in
Alness.
The Company’s operational and employee requirements were considered during the design
stages of the modern office, warehouse and yard development resulting in a large open-plan
environment improving workflow and inter-departmental communication.
With effective use of training, meeting and wellbeing areas, this facility will act as their
international equipment ‘hub’, replacing their former Aberdeenshire facility at Whitecairns and
supporting their Oil and Gas clients globally.
In keeping with the Company’s environmental credentials, the new facilities are designed to
minimise Sureclean’s carbon footprint and features a water recycling system, rainwater harvesting
wash bay and solar source technology to enhance the efficiency of the building.
John Barron, Sureclean Managing Director, said: “We are delighted to be opening our new facility
in Oldmeldrum which was necessitated due to the Company’s increasing staff levels. Sureclean is in
an exciting stage of growth and this development is of strategic importance to allow us to increase
staff levels and further our international operations.”
The modern 4.9 acre facility includes: ergonomic training, classroom and meeting rooms; 3,500
sq ft of open plan offices; 6,500 sq ft of warehousing; 8.600 sq ft of internal storage space, and an
extensive 2.5 acre concreted yard with specialist equipment demonstration area.
Specialising in high pressure and ultra high pressure water jetting and its associated applications,
Sureclean employs a permanent workforce in excess of 130 personnel and provides essential support
to industry globally.
www.sureclean.com

Aubin Group
develop EVO-Pig

New
Members

Since the introduction of offshore drilling, structures and pipework
under the sea have been working hard to deliver oil and gas to
our shores. However many of these structures are aging or have
been out-dated by newer technology, creating a need for these
structures to be removed.

We are pleased to welcome
the following new members:

Decommissioning old or expired offshore structures is a new focus for the industry, but the
challenge is coming up with safe, environmentally friendly and effective ways to perform these
complex operations.
Aubin Group (based in Aberdeenshire) are expert developers of materials technology and are
focussing over 25% of their staff to research and develop solutions for the challenges facing the oil
and gas industry.
The product development team has created EVO-Pig, a flexible and elastic product for pigging
vulnerable pipelines. Aging pipelines ready for decommissioning must be cleaned to ensure the
removal of hydrocarbons, however their weakened structure often means that they cannot be
cleaned by conventional mechanical pigs. EVO-Pig offers an ingenious way to treat and clean
pipelines for decommissioning without damaging or challenging the integrity of these often
weakened structures. With shape-memory technology, EVO-Pig made from polymers with elastic
properties can navigate bends and multibore pipelines whilst effectively cleaning scaled, telescopic
or otherwise restricted pipelines.
During the trial process the EVO-Pig successfully ran through 44km of a vulnerable 18” pipeline,
with diameter restrictions down to 10” and even emerged with a 1.5m wooden post. This pipeline
was too fragile to use a mechanical pig, and therefore another solution was needed.
Careful handling, cleaning and removal of subsea structures is paramount to maintain and look
after the subsea environment. New technology is essential to drive the effective decommissioning
of our aging structures.
www.aubingroup.co.uk

Addax Petroleum UK
Alphastrut Ltd
Arup
Deepocean
Dundee Renewables
Fred Olsen Windcarrier UK Ltd
GA Drilling
Intelligent Organics Ltd
Island Offshore Subsea Aberdeen
North Atlantic Drilling
Ocean Science Consulting Ltd
Safetec Nordic AS
Sagro
TMC (Marine Consultants) Ltd
Turner & Townsend Energy Ltd
Full membership of Decom North Sea is open
to any commercial organisation involved with
decommissioning.
Associate membership is open to noncommercial organisations and individuals who
wish to be kept informed of Decom North
Sea activity and attend networking events and
conferences.
For further information visit
www.decomnorthsea.com
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Island
Offshore
Island Offshore successfully
completed the first open water
coil tubing drilling operation
on the Island Performer in the
Boknafjord outside Stavanger,
Norway during the summer
2014 for the Rogfast subsea
tunnel-project.

Three wells were drilled in total and core samples
retrieved to surface. This proved to be a great
success and the project has attracted attention
both nationally and internationally.
The Rogfast project is ground breaking in two
ways:
• Firstly, this is an open water coil tubing
operation without the use of a riser
• Secondly, this is a successful coil tubing
drilling operation performed by a mono hull
vessel
Several new techniques and equipment were
developed during the project including the
marinisation of a coiled tubing injector which
was successfully operated subsea by the use of
an ROV.
There has been very positive feedback with
regards to applying this technology for well
intervention on subsea-wells, including plug and
abandonment operations. This will be performed
through the existing subsea-lubricators currently
used for wireline-interventions.

Various operations could be performed
including milling, clean out, cementing etc. This
will also include the ability to run the MaxPerf
tool which has been developed to provide clean
flow paths drilled or milled through casing or
cement without the impacts or irregularities
associated with explosive penetrations.
Based on the Rogfast project’s success,
Island Offshore have already received other
inquiries including pilot-hole drilling with
open water coil tubing in a new field to detect
possible shallow gas.
www.iosubsea.no

Research, in particular concerning the impacts of
anthropogenic noise on marine mammals, is a
substantial part of OSC’s work. For over a decade,
OSC’s scientists have been conducting industryfunded studies on the presence of harbour
porpoises (phocoena phocoena) and other
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Built on over 165 years of
offshore and marine heritage,
and 45 years’ experience in oil
and gas, Fred. Olsen Windcarrier
was established in 2008 to
service the growing offshore
wind sector.
The company offers a holistic solution including vessel operation, crew and offshore technician supply
and complete project management. The company currently owns and operates class leading jack-up
vessels and a fleet of crew/service vessels.
Recently, Fred. Olsen Windcarrier has added to its offer and included decommissioning solutions
with a particular focus on the Southern sector of the North Sea. Big crane capacity, large payload
areas and the ability to operate in water depths of up to 60m makes our vessels ideal for the
decommissioning market.
Since the company took delivery of jack-up vessels Brave Tern and Bold Tern two years ago they
have gained vast experience operating in the North Sea, having delivered 9 major projects. In addition,
the company’s crew transfer vessels and related company Global Wind Service has been delivering in
the North Sea since 2008 and has worked on every major wind farm in the North Sea.
Knowledge and experience of the marine environment and the delivery of large scale industrial
projects in other sectors combine to make Fred. Olsen Windcarrier a competitive decommissioning
partner.
In total Fred. Olsen Windcarrier and related offshore companies employ approximately 800 people
and has offices in Oslo - Norway, Fredericia - Denmark, Lowestoft - United Kingdom and Pieta - Malta.
www.windcarrier.com/uk

Ocean
Science
Consulting
Ocean Science Consulting
(OSC) Ltd is a technologyfocused marine science
consultancy involved principally
in providing environmental
services worldwide, including
Marine Mammal Observers
(MMO), Passive Acoustic
Monitoring (PAM) Operators
and hydrophone equipment.

Fred. Olsen Windcarrier

Arup
As a new member of Decom
North Sea, consultant Arup
believes it can bring a unique
capability to the market.
marine mammals around offshore installations
in the North Sea. Hydrophones, deployed from
offshore installations, have recorded porpoise
acoustic activity, in conjunction with visual and
acoustic data collected during rig tows.
Results so far suggest that harbour
porpoises frequent installations, using them
as feeding grounds, which is likely a result of
the rigs-to-reef effect, coupled with the 500 m
fishing exclusion zones. Findings so far have
been published in the peer-reviewed journal,
ICES Journal of Marine Science.
Rigs-to-reef programmes are implemented
successfully in locations such as the Gulf of

Mexico, but not in the North Sea currently, as
OSPAR regulations require complete removal of
installations at the end of their operational lives.
Scientific research into potential influences of oil
and gas structures on marine mammal ecology
and behaviour in the North Sea is required to
assess whether implementing a rigs-to-reefs
scheme would be plausible, and beneficial to
marine life. Access to installations is limited, and
prohibitively costly, so data collection within the
500 m exclusion zone is rare. OSC’s research is
thus vital in addressing this knowledge gap.
www.osc.co.uk

With diverse experience, from working in the
nuclear decommissioning sector to designing,
developing and project managing the Forth
Replacement Crossing as well as oil and gas
new build and decommissioning, Arup’s
ambition is to offer multi-disciplinary capability
to North Sea decommissioning clients.
The Scottish-based team includes Clare
Lavelle, author of the recently published
report titled “Decommissioning the North
Sea: Review of Decommissioning Capacity”
for Decom North Sea and Scottish Enterprise.
With extensive experience in the energy sector,
Clare has worked on many aspects of offshore
development.

Clare will work alongside Zoe Crutchfield
who has twenty years of offshore experience
including advising operators and DECC on the
environmental aspects of offshore oil and gas
exploration, construction and decommissioning.
They will be supported by an Arup team with
more than 40 years’ experience in delivering oil
and gas developments, with particular expertise
in: asset life extension, offshore engineering,
structural assessment, options selection,
geotechnics, supply chain, environmental
management, impact assessment, mitigation,
regulation, policy and project management and
delivery.
The team looks forward to working closely
with the decommissioning community to
reduce the overall costs of decommissioning
whilst minimising environmental impacts.
www.arup.com

Sagro
Demolition
Projects BU
Sagro is a cluster of
enterprises in the fields
of demolition, logistics,
environment and spatial use
and recycling.

Over the past half century, Sagro’s activities
have increased through development,
innovation and takeovers allowing the
company to grow into a multidisciplinary
service provider in the Netherlands and
surrounding countries. Sagro is a familyowned company which places quality and
people first.
Sagro has an offshore recycle facility
in the port of Flushing and is well known
for their decontamination and demolition
activities. Due to its location on a major
maritime and inland port, there is a good
connection between the Westerschelde, the
North Sea and the A58 motorway.
Sagro have all required permits and
certificates for this location.
With half a century of experience in the
industrial demolition business, Sagro apply
their knowledge and experience in offshore
demolition projects. Their companies join
forces to fully take care of their clients’ project
from start to finish. Each project is overseen
by an experienced decommissioning
manager, backed by experts in asbestos
removal, decontamination and hazardous
waste. Sagro use green demolition methods
by reusing as much of the original building
materials as possible or recycle.
www.sagro.nl
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UPCOMING EVENTS

Events Update
DECOM OFFSHORE 2015

Decommissioning – Open for Business
27th May 2014 , AECC, Aberdeen
Following from the success of Decom Offshore 2014, planning is now underway for our 2015
annual event. This event will bring together 250+ decommissioning professionals from all
tiers of the industry, providing the operators and supply chain with an excellent opportunity
to engage with one another.
The event will showcase the innovation, collaboration and entrepreneurial flair required
within the sector and consider how this contributes to decommissioning efficiency and cost
effectiveness at a time when the industry is faced with the current market challenges.
www.decomnorthsea.com

EEEGR, SNS2015

4th March 2015, Norfolk Showground, Norwich
The most important conference for the offshore energy industry in the East of England. At SNS2015,
key decision makers will gather to discuss and debate industry issues, network to make new business
contacts and re-establish relationships with existing clients.
www.eeegr.com

NOF Energy, Energy a Balanced Future
11th March 2015, Sage, Gateshead

Energy: A Balanced Future 2015 is a leading energy conference and exhibition that addresses the hot
topics within the energy sector. The conference addresses the need for a balanced energy mix and
covers oil, gas, nuclear, offshore renewables, shale gas and for the first time in 2015, future energies.
www.energyabalancedfuture.com

TotalDECOM 2015

20 - 22nd April 2015, Hilton, Glasgow
TotalDECOM 2015 aims to build on the success of its 2014 conference by embracing the
decommissioning complexities experienced across different decommissioning industries,
predominantly within Oil & Gas, Nuclear, Waste Management & Defence.
Decom North Sea support this event and as such, are pleased to confirm that DNS Members are
entitled to receive a 10% discount on ticket prices for this event.
www.totaldecom.co.uk

TRAINING COURSE

From Planning through Execution
Decom North Sea in partnership with Strategic Decom have created a training course
focussed on Offshore Decommissioning. The two day course will inform participants of the
background, scope and challenges within the decommissioning sector. Course lecturers
are experienced decommissioning experts who bring a variety of case studies to bring the
subject matter alive.
Dates for your Diary:
25th – 26th February 2015, Aberdeen 10th – 11th June 2015, Aberdeen
18th – 19th November 2015, Aberdeen
www.decomnorthsea.com
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Our Members
Lunch &
Learn
Decom North Sea Lunch &
Learn events give members
and non-members from
across the UK and Europe
the opportunity to hear
about developments, whilst
networking with key players
from the decommissioning
sector.
Companies will present their offshore
decommissioning capabilities both to
raise awareness of their expertise with the
operators and major contractors and also
to allow the rest of the supply chain to seek
opportunities for collaboration.

18th March 2015

Doubletree by Hilton, Beach Boulevard,
Aberdeen.
This event will include presentations from
GA Drilling, Intertek and Weatherford
www.decomnorthsea.com

Get involved!
We are delighted to offer our members the
opportunity to present at a Lunch and Learn
Event in 2015. For further details and available
dates please contact Izzie Bryce on 01224
914044 or ibryce@decomnorthsea.com
for more information.

Full membership of Decom North Sea is open to any commercial organisation involved with
decommissioning. Associate membership is open to non-commercial organisations and
individuals who wish to be kept informed of Decom North Sea activity and attend networking
events and conferences. For further information, visit www.decomnorthsea.com
AS AT 19TH JANUARY 2015 • ABB CONSULTING • ABERDEEN HARBOUR BOARD • ABERDEENSHIRE COUNCIL • ACCENTURE • ACONA UK LTD •
ACORN COACHING AND DEVELOPMENT LTD • ACUMEN ENERGY LTD • ADDAX PETROLEUM UK • AF DECOM OFFSHORE AS • AGGREKO UK LTD • AKD
ENGINEERING LTD • AKER SOLUTIONS • ALLSEAS GROUP S.A. • ALPHASTRUT LTD • AMEC FOSTER WHEELER • ANATEC • APPLIED DRILLING TECHNOLOGY
INTERNATIONAL LTD �ADTI� • ARCADIS �UK� LIMITED • ARGON ISOTANK LTD • AARUP • ASCO UK LTD • AUBIN GROUP • AUGEAN PLC • AXIS ENERGY
PROJECTS LIMITED • AXIS WELL TECHNOLOGY • BABCOCK INTERNATIONAL GROUP • BAKER HUGHES • BAUER WATER • BIBBY OFFSHORE • BISN OIL TOOLS
LTD • BMT CORDAH LTD • BOND DICKINSON LLP • BONN & MEES • BOSKALIS OFFSHORE • BP • BROWN AND MAY MARINE LIMITED • BURGES SALMON
LLP • CAPE INDUSTRIAL SERVICES LIMITED • CARBON60 LIMITED • CASHMAN EQUIPMENT CORP. • CENTRICA ENERGY • CHEVRON NORTH SEA LIMITED
• CLAXTON • CLYDEPORT OPERATIONS LTD • CNR INTERNATIONAL �UK� LTD • CONOCOPHILLIPS • COOPER LOMAZ RECRUITMENT • CORTEZ SUBSEA
LTD • CROMARTY FIRTH PORT AUTHORITY • CSL • CURRIE & BROWN • CUTTING UNDERWATER TECHNOLOGIES LTD • CYBERHAWK INNOVATIONS • D3
CONSULTING • D�COMMS �SCOTLAND� LIMITED • DECO �DIVING, ENGINEERING & CONSULTANCY OFFICE� • DECOMMISSIONING PROJECT SERVICES
LTD • DEEPOCEAN • DNV GL � OIL & GAS • DUNDEE DECOMMISSIONING LIMITED • DUNDEE RENEWABLES • DUTTON INTERNATIONAL LIMITED • E.M.W
CONSULTANCY LTD • ENERMECH • ENI HEWETT LIMITED • ENVIROCO • ENVIRON UK LTD • EPEUS GROUP LTD. • ERM • ETHOS ENVIRONMENTAL LTD • EXPRO
NORTH SEA LTD • EY • FALCK NUTEC • FLOWLINE SPECIALIST LIMITED • FRAZER � NASH CONSULTANCY • FRED OLSEN WINDCARRIER UK LTD • FUGRO
SUBSEA SERVICES LTD • GA DRILLING • GARDLINE ENVIRONMENTAL LTD • GCG SHOTBLASTING SERVICES LTD • GENESIS GMBH • GEOSEA NV • GLACIER
ENERGY SERVICES HOLDINGS LTD • GLOBAL ENERGY GROUP � MARINE PROJECTS • GP DECOM LIMITED • GRC RECYCLING • GREAT YARMOUTH PORT
COMPANY LTD T/AS EASTPORT UK • GULFSTREAM SERVICES INTERNATIONAL UK LTD • HALLIBURTON • HARDY AVARR LIMITED • HAWK ENVIRO LTD •
HEEREMA MARINE CONTRACTORS • HELIX ENERGY SOLUTIONS • HESS LTD • IHC ENGINEERING BUSINESS • IKM TESTING �UK� LTD • IMENCO • INCE & CO
• INFIELD SYSTEMS LIMITED • INTELLIGENT ORGANICS LTD • INTER TERMINALS • INTERWELL UK • IRM SYSTEMS • ISLAND OFFSHORE SUBSEA ABERDEEN
• ITS TESTING SERVICES UK LTD �INTERTEK ABERDEEN� • IW�DECOM • JAMES FISHER OFFSHORE LIMITED • JEE LTD • JOHN LAWRIE �ABERDEEN� LTD •
JUMPSTART LIMITED • JX NIPPON EXPLORATION AND PRODUCTION �U.K.� LIMITED • KAEFER INTERNATIONAL OFFSHORE LTD • KCA DEUTAG DRILLING
LTD • KDC • KISHORN PORT LIMITED • KONGSBERG MARITIME LTD • KOTUG OFFSHORE BV • L2 BUSINESS CONSULTING LIMITED • LBO � LINJEBYGG
OFFSHORE • LEDINGHAM CHALMERS • LERWICK PORT AUTHORITY • LLOYD’S REGISTER EMEA • LUCION MARINE • MACAULAY SCIENTIFIC CONSULTING
• MACLAY MURRAY & SPENS • MACTECH EUROPE LTD • MAERSK OIL UK LTD • MAIDMAR RIGLESS INTERVENTION LIMITED • MAMMOET DECOM B.V. •
MARATHON OIL U.K. LLC. • MCLEOD AITKEN • MET OFFICE • MONTROSE PORT AUTHORITY • MSIS GROUP • MWAVES LTD • NALCO CHAMPION • NATAS
HIGHLANDS LTD • NEOPOLIA • NETWORK INTERNATIONAL • NEXEN PETROLEUM U.K LIMITED • NORISOL • NORSEA GROUP �UK� LTD • NORTH ATLANTIC
DRILLING • N�SEA OFFSHORE • NUVIA SITA NORM LTD • OCEAN KINETICS LTD • OCEAN SCIENCE CONSULTING LTD • OCEANEERING INTERNATIONAL
• OFFSHORE DESIGN ENGINEERING LTD • OFFSHORE INSTALLATION SERVICES LTD �OIS� • OIL STATES BARROW • OILMAC.COM • ORION GROUP • OSBIT
POWER • PANDA ROSA METALS • PASTOOR OFFSHORE • PDL SOLUTIONS �EUROPE� LTD • PERENCO UK LTD • PETERHEAD DECOMMISSIONING LIMITED •
PETERSON �UNITED KINGDOM� LIMITED • PETROFAC • PIPETECH OPERATIONS LTD • PORT OF DUNDEE • PORT OF FREDERIKSHAVN • PREMIER OIL PLC •
PRIMA UNO PLANNING AND PROGRAMMING LTD • PROCESS SAFETY SOLUTIONS • PROJECT DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL �PDI� LTD • PROJECT, TIME
& COST INTERNATIONAL LTD • PROSERV • QUICKFLANGE UK LTD • R.U.M CONSULTANCY LTD • RED 7 MARINE OFFSHORE • RIGMAR SERVICES LIMITED •
RLG INTERNATIONAL LIMITED • ROBERTSON METALS RECYCLING LIMITED • ROEMEX SPECIALITY OILFIELD CHEMICALS • ROMAR INTERNATIONAL LTD •
RPS HSED • RVA GROUP • RWE DEA UK • SABRE SAFETY LTD • SAFETEC NORDIC AS • SAGRO • SCANMET A.S • SCHLUMBERGER � SMITH SERVICES • SCOPUS
ENGINEERING LTD • SCOTOIL SERVICES LIMITED • SCOTTISH ENTERPRISE • SEAFOX CONTRACTORS BV • SEAJACKS UK LTD • SEAROUTE GROUP LTD •
SEAWAY HEAVY LIFTING • SENERGY �GB� LTD • SFF SERVICES LIMITED • SHELL UK LIMITED • SHEPHERD O’BRIEN • SIMMONS & COMPANY INTERNATIONAL
• SKY FUTURES • SLR CONSULTING • SMRU LTD • SOLUTIONS STORE • SP�1 INNOVATION LIMITED • SPARTAN SOLUTIONS LTD • SPD LTD • SPEX SERVICES
LTD • SQUIBB GROUP LTD • STENA RECYCLING STAVANGER AS • STORK TECHNICAL SERVICES • STRATEGIC DECOMMISSIONING CONSULTANTS LIMITED
• SUBSEA DEPLOYMENT SYSTEMS LTD • SUPERIOR � WILD WELL ENERGY SERVICES LTD • SURECLEAN LIMITED • SVITZER • SWIRE OILFIELD SERVICES
LTD • TALISMAN � SINOPEC ENERGY UK LIMITED • TAM INTERNATIONAL NORTH SEA • TETRA TECHNOLOGIES LTD • THOMAS MUIR �ROSYTH� LTD •
TINNE CONSULTANTS LIMITED • TMC �MARINE CONSULTANTS� LTD • TRAC OIL&GAS • TRACERCO LTD • TSG MARINE • TULLOW OIL PLC • TURNER &
TOWNSEND ENERGY LTD • TWMA • UNDERWATER CUTTING SOLUTIONS • UNIQUE SYSTEMS �UK� LTD • UNIVERSAL PEGASUS INTERNATIONAL �UK� LTD
• URS CORPORATION • VANHECK • VEOLIA ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES • VIKING SEATECH • WEATHERFORD • WEST OIL TOOLS WELL SERVICES LIMITED •
WESTLORD ASSOCIATES UK • WICK HARBOUR AUTHORITY • WOOD GROUP PSN • WORLEY PARSONS • XODUS GROUP • X�SUBSEA NORWAY AS

PARTNERS CAITHNESS CHAMBER OF COMMERCE • CARBON ENERGY CLUB • DANISH MARINE AND OFFSHORE GROUP • DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
AND CLIMATE CHANGE • THE EIC • ENERGY INSTITUTE • EAST OF ENGLAND ENERGY GROUP �EEEGR� • ENERGY NORTH • IRO • NOF ENERGY • NATIONAL
SUBSEA RESEARCH INITIATIVE • OGIC • OIL & GAS UK • OPITO • SCOTTISH RENEWABLES • SUBSEA UK • SOCIETY FOR UNDERWATER TECHNOLOGY
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Cementing.
Simplified.

Simplify your rigless cementing operations on small platforms, in difficult or remote
locations, or from vessels with limited deck space.
The LIQUID STONE™ cementing system is a rock-solid alternative to traditional cementing
solutions. Batch mixing and testing is performed in a controlled environment prior to
arriving at your wellsite.
What you get is a high-quality, storable, pre-mixed cement slurry that takes up minimal
deck space. The slurry can be stored for weeks and easily activated when you’re ready to
pump that abandonment seal you want to last forever.
Visit BakerHughes.com/WellAbandonment and learn how you can simplify every aspect
of cement applications in your plug and abandonment operations.
© 2014 Baker Hughes Incorporated. All Rights Reserved. 42403 12/2014

